Integrated project delivery from BSD

Collaborate with all
your project teams via
a single platform during
every stage of a project.
Arm your internal designers, outside consultants and facilities management
team with up-to-date building information from a consolidated source for
consistent, efficient project planning.
SpecLink Cloud helps you:
Save time.
Reduce costs.
Enforce design standards.
Minimize change orders.
Achieve total visibility.

“Capturing our corporate
construction knowledge
into our master spec
becomes a valuable
communication tool
for our outside
specification consultants.”
Michael McLane AIA, CSI
Principal
Taylor Design

Integrated project delivery from BSD

SpecLink Cloud is the ultimate collaboration tool
for your project team:
Stop working in a silo
SpecLink Cloud makes it easy to integrate data from diverse software platforms,
including Revit. Your entire team can continue to use the tools and software
they’re accustomed to — all project data is synced and integrated in a single
platform from which owners can monitor the project from start to finish.
SQL database vs. word processing
How much are you investing on the endless task of reviewing and editing
static word processing documents? There’s an easier, more efficient way
to work. Unlike word processing systems, SpecLink is built upon an intelligent
SQL database that contains thousands of documents, sources and links.
SpecLink’s intelligent database helps you edit significantly faster, minimize
errors and omissions, and dramatically improve your efficiency and accuracy.
Deductive reasoning behind our intelligent linking pre-edits sections for a
seamless user experience.
SpecLink Cloud gives building owners:
Transparency
SpecLink Cloud simplifies collaboration and gives owners complete
transparency, whether you’re working with design professionals on a design-tobuild project, or arming your facilities team with up-to-date building information.
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Control
Communicate and enforce consistency and quality standards efficiently via
the cloud.
Archive corporate knowledge and best practices in a central database
repository to share with your team.
Easily monitor your investment and enforce design standards throughout every
stage of a project.
Visibility
Want to see what’s behind that wall without tearing it down? Save money on
facilities management? Easily generate QTOs, and access building data in your
model — anytime, anywhere? SpecLink Cloud connects specs with Revit models
for seamless BIM integration.
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